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TIP SHEET
As part of a quality of care and safety initiative UHN is
encouraging the use of a standardized-structured
documentation tool, eNotes Endoscopy for documenting
endoscopy procedures. Literature has shown that
documentation quality for Endoscopy procedures is highly
variable and does not always follow best practices (Sharma
and Rossos, 2016). The eNotes Endoscopy documentation
tool was developed based on national best practices and is
a very important step towards advancing clinical
documentation at UHN.
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TIP SHEET
ACCESS & LAUNCH THE APPLICATION

1. Select ‘eFORMS’ from the patients EPR Patient Desktop
2. Select ‘OR/Procedure Notes’, which will bring up a portal
page that will display all notes associated with patients MRN
or ORSOS case number.
3. Select the endoscopy procedure type from the drop-down
menu and click ‘Add’ to create a new note or select edit on
the note you wish to continue
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TIP SHEET
GENERAL OVERVIEW

Once the eNote Endoscopy note is launched you will see the
page shown below. Each eNote will have the following tabs:
1. Clinical Note and Assessment
2. Prep and Sedation
3. Procedure speciﬁc tabs (e.g. Gastroscopy, Colonoscopy)
4. Impression and Plan
For Impatients you may be
5. Review Note
You can collapse /
expand sections by
clicking on the text

required to manually edits
the “Overview ﬁelds”

Basic patient
demographics will
be displayed here.

The Preview displays the
operative note based on the
information you entered.

You can prepopulate
ﬁelds by clicking “LOAD
from ORSOS” button. You
can edit these ﬁelds if
necessary.

Required ﬁelds are highlighted in red.
These ﬁelds require input before you
can proceed.

The list icon indicates
ﬁelds with options you
can select.

TIP SHEET
CLINICAL NOTE AND ASSESSMENT TAB
This tab contains ﬁelds for documenting the following:
1. Overview of the
Procedure
2. Pre-Procedure
Diagnosis/Clinical
Indications
3. Clinical History
4. Past Surgical History
5. Family Histroy
6. Physical Exam
NOTE:
None of these ﬁelds are
mandatory. They are
provided for best
practice clinical
documentation.

PREP AND SEDATION TAB
This tab contains ﬁelds
for documenting the
following:
1. Patient Consent
2. Pre-procedure
preparation
3. Sedation
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GASTROSCOPY TAB
This tab contains ﬁelds for documenting the following:
1. Patient position during the procedure
2. Endoscope used during the procedure
3. Procedure details (e.g. extent of examination, visualization)
4. Findings and associated Interventions
5. Interventions not associated with Findings
6. Any unexpected events, complications and additional
relevant details
NOTE: We have provided you with documentation options based on the Canadian data model.

GASTROSCOPY
DOCUMENTING A FINDING &
ASSOCIATED INTERVENTION

1. Press “Abnormal” for the relevant Exam (e.g. Esophageal
exam) Use this ﬁeld to document important negative
ﬁndings.

2. Click the checkbox next to the Finding from the list of
options

a. If the Finding is not shown in the list of options, use the
searchbox below.
I. Once you click within the searchbox and begin
typing, a list of options will be shown.
i. Select the option by clicking on it.

3. Fill in the relevant ﬁelds for the Finding template.
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GASTROSCOPY
DOCUMENTING A FINDING &
ASSOCIATED INTERVENTION

4. Click the checkbox next to the Intervention associated
with the Finding from the list of options (e.g. Biopsy)

a. If the Intervention is not shown in the list of options,
use the searchbox below.
I. Once you click within the searchbox and begin
typing, a list of options will be shown.
i. Select the option by clicking on it.

5. Fill in the relevant ﬁelds for the Intervention template.

GASTROSCOPY
ADDITIONAL INTERVENTIONS
(NOT ASSOCIATED WITH FINDINGS)

1. Click the checkbox next to the Intervention from the list of
options (e.g. Random Biopsies)
a. If the Intervention is not shown in the list of options,
use the searchbox below.
I. Once you click within the searchbox and begin
typing, a list of options will be shown.
i. Select the option by clicking on it.
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COLONOSCOPY TAB
This tab contains ﬁelds for documenting the following:
1. Patient position during the procedure
2. Endoscope used during the procedure
3. Procedure details (e.g. extent of examination, prep quality)
4. Interactive Colon Diagram for documenting Findings and
Interventions
5. Any unexpected events, complications and additional
relevant details
NOTE: We have provided you with documentation options based on the Canadian data model.

COLONOSCOPY
DOCUMENTING A FINDING &
ASSOCIATED INTERVENTION

1. Click on the “+ sign” corresponding to the Finding from
the list of options (e.g. Polyp)
a. If the Finding is not shown in the list of options, use
the searchbox below.
I. Once you click within the searchbox and begin typing,
a list of options will be shown.
i. Select the option by clicking on it.

2. Click on the Colon diagram to place the Finding.
a. If the Finding is a diffuse Finding click and hold to place
and draw the extent of the ﬁnding.
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11 C O L O N O S C O P Y
DOCUMENTING A FINDING &
ASSOCIATED INTERVENTION
3. Fill in the relevant
ﬁelds for the Finding
template.
4. To select an
Intervention associated
with the Finding, click
within the searchbox
and select from the list
of options (e.g.
Polypectomy)
a. If the Intervention
is not shown in the list of
options, begin typing
and a list of options will
be shown.
i. Select the option
by clicking on it.
5. Fill in the relevant
ﬁelds for the
Intervention template.
6. Multiple interventions
cam be applied.

COLONOSCOPY
ADDITIONAL INTERVENTIONS
(NOT ASSOCIATED WITH FINDINGS)

1. Click on the “+ sign” corresponding to the Intervention
from the list of options (e.g. Cytology)
a. If the Intervention is not shown in the list of options,
use the search-box below.
I. Once you click within the search-box and begin
typing, a list of options will be shown.
i. Select the option by clicking on it.

2. Click on the Colon diagram to place the Intervention.
a. If the Intervention is a diffuse Intervention, click and
hold to place and draw the extent of the ﬁnding.
3. Fill in the relevant ﬁelds for the Intervention template.
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13 C O L O N O S C O P Y
MOVE/EDIT AN ALREADY DOCUMENTED
FINDING OR INTERVENTION
The Colon diagram allows you to move/edit a previously
documented ﬁnding or intervention
1. Click on the previously documented Finding or
Intervention
2. If moving, click “Move”
3. Click on the Colon diagram to re-place the
Finding/Intervention
a. If the Finding/Intervention is a diffuse
Finding/Intervention (e.g. Diverticulosis), click and hold to
re-place and re-draw the extent of the Finding/Intervention.
4. Edit the details if required, and “Save”.

4.

1.

COLONOSCOPY
TO COPY AN ALREADY DOCUMENTED
FINDING OR INTERVENTION:

The diagram allows you to copy a previously documented
ﬁnding or intervention. (e.g. multiple similar polyps)
1. Right-click on the previously documented Finding or
Intervention
2. Click on “Copy”
3. Click on the Colon diagram to place the
Finding/Intervention
a. If the Finding/Intervention is a diffuse
Finding/Intervention (e.g. Diverticulosis), click and hold to
place and draw the extent of the Finding/Intervention.

This will copy all of the
associated ﬁelds from the
Finding or Intervention.
For a Finding with an
associated Intervention,
this will copy all of the
associated ﬁelds from the
Finding and the
associated Intervention.
This feature is useful for
documenting multiple
Polyps and associated
Polypectomies. Please
review each copied item
and edit as required.
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15 I M P R E S S I O N
IMPRESSION AND PLAN TAB

This tab provides a summary of all ﬁndings and interventions
performed and contains ﬁelds for documenting the
following:
1. Post-procedure comfort
2. Follow-up plan (e.g. follow-up endoscopy, new
medications, post-procedure instructions)
3. Send another physician a copy of the eNote by searching
the Canadian Medical Directory.

REVIEW NOTE
REVIEW NOTE TAB

This tab allows you to
1. Review the ﬁnalized report.
2. Sign off on the ﬁnalized report
3. Print the ﬁnalized report.
4. Print relevant discharge instructions.

HELPFUL TIPS

NOTE 1: No changes to the note can be made within this tab.
If you wish to make changes to the note, you must go to the
relevant tab and change the information within that tab.
NOTE 2: Printing directly from the eNote Endoscopy
application will save the formatting shown in the Review Note
tab. Printing from EPR currently does notpreserve all
formatting (e.g. bolding, spacing, italics, logos).
NOTE 3: Once your note is signed off, it is immediatly
available in UHN EPR, Conecting Ontario and auto-faxed to
all CC’d physicians.

USING DRAGON

When using the Dragon Voice Recognition software it is
suggest to keep it undocked from the top of the screen so it
can be moved around and not block and part of the
application.
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